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If someone is having the problem, i would like to help. It's not a huge deal. I hope someone will fix this problem soon. Aug 8,
2011 Hey, Im getting this error whenever I try to play. (Or any game that uses datap.bar) it usually takes a while for the game to
take, and then error goes away and game starts up again. A problem affecting aoe 3 collection is trying to initialize the game bar.
Oct 30, 2016 This Game just shows "initialization failed - cannot load datap.bar" after I have played some of the game. How to
fix this problem? Aug 21, 2013 i got a error playing in my pc with age of empire (hacking or something) in the box it says,
installation failed (invalid entry at DATAP.BAR) my computer is like 80% cracked (windows 10), does this mean something?
Sep 3, 2013 While I am able to load the game, there is an error that pops up, "Age of Empire 3: Datap.Bar". I have tried to patch
the game, Its 5.5 gb download and i am facing this problem of 14.9 gb. Jan 22, 2020 I have the AOE 3, the update is saying
"Initialization failed - Could not load Datap.bar." on steam. This is driving me insane! I have a radeon hd 7870 and Windows
7-64 bit. No updates have been installed on steam in the last 2 weeks. I have also tried the radeon. Aug 6, 2010 Help? I started
playing aoe, when I got into a battle, then I started getting the initialization failed message (Could not load datap.bar). Then I
tried to install the game again but it said the game I had installed was older than the latest version on steam (how do I fix this)
and when I tried to run the setup, it crashed. A: I finally solved the issue by combining the solutions from these two posts: I
uninstalled the Mac version of the game. Then I logged in to the Windows version and put in the following command in the
folder with the game
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